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TIPITAPA Mamanaya - Los Carquix (NICARAGUA VERSION) âš¡ï¸.Me | ON THE SECRET SESSIONS Original taken from in I | ON SHOOTING. SESSION â„–2. THE SEA Friends, it's no secret that I love photographing the sea. The sea is like... ...this is wonderful. The sea lives and breathes, it loves and loves, it is malleable and mysterious,
every moment it waits and demands something, it opens its soul to everyone it meets, it is always young and fresh! Recently, I went on another trip to the islands of the country of Nicaragua and faced the fact that filming in the ocean can be very difficult. Firstly, the water is not salty, as one might think, looking at the photos posted on the net. Net.
Secondly, this ocean has its own characteristics: you should not enter it. It doesn't matter if it's deep, or you're on a calm surface, you will still feel the water on your body. Otherwise, you will feel uncomfortable, it will seem to you that the water is pressing and you cannot breathe. Thirdly, these are incredibly beautiful places, it is wonderful! Fourth,
Nicaragua He tries to fine you for this - do not swim in El Chico lake, because this lake is unique. It disappears completely twice a year, while the water does not go into the ocean, but remains in the lake. The obvious decision is to remove the castle from the beach, with a red-haired smiling girl at the gate waving friendly. But I don't even know what the
joke is. Nigoragsky fishermen, by the way, are very friendly, friendly and interesting people. And they often accept me, the camera and pictures as payment. But I get used to these kinds of situations. It's not as difficult as it seems. These fishermen know everything about the ocean and even more. They tell me about their travels, how they work, their
own businesses, women, casual relationships, fishing, and football. And I tell them about life in Russia, about myself and my dreams. I really like these fishermen - they know the world, they live in it, they are proud of it. They tell me "You go
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